Getting a global grip on gasoline taxes
10 January 2017, by David Colgan
When 195 nations joined to fight climate change in Ross said. "The problem tends to be oil exporting
the 2015 Paris Agreement, leaders hailed the
countries and some large laggards like the United
occasion as "historic" and "a tremendous victory." States, where the federal tax on gasoline was last
raised in 1993." In the U.S., the tax was small to
Others sounded notes of caution. Agreements and begin with. Because of inflation, it has been
declining in real terms for 23 years. The U.S. is the
results are two different things, they said,
world's top oil consumer, so what happens here
especially when the agreements are nonbinding.
Moreover, it can be difficult to measure the actions has a huge global effect.
individual countries are taking due to a basic lack
But the worst offender was Venezuela, which only
of reliable information and data.
taxes gas at about 4 cents per gallon.
That's simply not good enough for Michael Ross,
"In Venezuela, there are stories about how you'll fill
professor of political science at UCLA.
up at the pump and the tip you give is usually worth
more than the gasoline," Ross said. "It's
"If you can't measure it then it's very hard to hold
them accountable," said Ross. "And you can't just significantly cheaper than water."
take them at their word. Governments aren't
terribly reliable when talking about their wonderful On the positive side of things, the gasoline tax
world champion is Norway, reining in consumption
achievements."
by charging an additional $7 per gallon. A perhapsThat's why Ross spent the past four years studying surprising second-place is Turkey, which is "a nice
reminder that you don't need to be a rich country to
fossil fuel policies across 157 countries,
be doing the right thing," Ross said.
culminating in an analysis published today in
Nature Energy. In doing so, the project created a
database that can be used to hold countries
More information: Global progress and
accountable for their commitments on gas taxes
backsliding on gasoline taxes and subsidies,
and subsidies, important tools in the global effort to Nature Energy,
stem carbon emissions.
nature.com/articles/doi:10.1038/nenergy.2016.201
"I think we're finally going to have a clear picture of
where we see meaningful reforms," Ross said.
Provided by University of California, Los Angeles
Of course, the analysis also offered a clearer
picture of what's already been happening. The
main takeaway is that, despite strong international
pressure, gas taxes dropped 13.3 percent globally
from 2003 to 2015. The findings also offer the
contradicting fact that two-thirds of the countries in
the study actually increased their levies on the
fossil fuel.
It's a carbon emissions whodunit, and many of the
usual suspects are there. Others may come as a
surprise.
In general, low income countries aren't to blame,
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